This paper describes a low-cost interactive active monocular range finder and illustrates the effect of introducing interactivity to the range acquisition process. The rangefinder consists of only one camera and a laser pointel; to which three LEDs are attached. When a user scans the laser along s u~a c e s of objects, the camera captures the image of spots (one from the lasel; and the others from LEDs), and triangulation is carried out using the camera's viewing direction and the optical axis of the laser. The user interaction allows the rangefinder to acquire range data in which the sampling rate varies across the object depending on the underlying surface structures, Moreovel; the processes of separating objects from the background adorfinding parts in the object can be achieved using the operator's knowledge of the objects.
Introduction 2. Survey of Related Work
Since range finders were introduced into the field of computer vision, researchers have gained access to information that is vital to analyze the three-dimensional (3-D) world. There are many types of range finders, but the ones more often used in computer vision are non-contact systems, which measure the shape andor position of an object in the 3-D world using optical technologies. Over the past few decades an enormous amount of effort has been directed into the development of fast and accurate range finders and the history and descriptions of several range finding techniques can be found in extensive surveys (Jarvis [4, 5] ).
The main objective of this project is to build a low-cost, relatively accurate, and interactive range finder. The key issue here is the interactivity. In this system, a user intentionally selects surfaces of objects that need to be measured. Making the system interactive provides the following benefits: Bouguet and Perona [2] recently developed a low-cost active lighting range finder. In their system, a shadow of a stick is used instead of a stripe of light. An operator sweeps the stick between the light source and the scene of objects, projecting a series of shadows onto the objects. This is effectively the same as the structured stripe lighting range finder. It is an interactive system and the operator can choose the sampling rate in the sweeping direction. However, regions of surfaces cannot be selectively measured because the shadow of the stick has to be projected onto the scene such that it falls across the image from one end to the other. Further, the system has to carry out object extraction and segmentation.
Digibot from Digibotics' uses a single laser beam to illuminate a point on the surface of the object. This device is designed to measure an object, which fits in a cylinder of 45 cm diameter x 45 cm high at the distance of 45 cm, and to produce a very dense range image. They integrate the single beam range finder with a 4-axis scanning platform in order to obtain full 3-D data. Therefore, the whole platform is very bulky and no user interaction is allowed.
The ModelMaker by 3D Scanners2 is an interactive range finding system. The system integrates the single stripe range finder with a very accurate localizer. The localizer is just like a robot arm, and it produces a precise 3-D position of the arm. The single stripe range finder is mounted on it. This system offers very fast and accurate range data acquisition. However, it is still expensive and bulky, and its measurable volume is limited to the one defined by the length of the localizer's arm. Moreover, due to the laser stripe, a surface region with an arbitrary shape cannot be selected to be measured.
Interactive Active Monocular Range Finders
The principle of our range finders is the same as beam scanning range sensing [6] . This method is one of the most simple active range finding techniques [ 11. The basic system can be built using a single camera and a beam of light mounted on the sweeping platform. The position of a 3-D point can easily be recovered using a simple triangulation technique, if the position and orientation of the camera, the displacement between the camera and the light source, image coordinates of the spot of the beam, and the swept angle of the beam are known.
In our range finder, the user plays the role of the beam sweeping platform. By introducing this interactivity, the user can specify any surface, which is visible from a camera, to be measured. The range finding is achieved by simple triangulation that requires at least two optical rays. In our system, the optical axis of the laser is used as one of optical rays for triangulation. The system utilizes three LEDs, that lie on the optical axis of the laser, to compute the optical axis of the laser. At least three LEDs are necessary to determine the optical axis of the laser in the 3-D space.
Overview of the System
The range finder consists of only one color CCD camera. It, however, requires three LEDs, which lie on the optical axis of the laser, as shown in Fig. 1 . The locations of the laser spot and LEDs are initially estimated by extracting bright circular image segments and finding the centroids of them. The system distinguishes a red spot from green spots by analysing intensity distributions of red and green color components within the spot images. The estimated positions are further adjusted based on the collinearity constraint. During range finding, three LEDs have to be visible Hence, given the camera parameters, the 3-D coordinates of these three points can be computed from their 2-D coordinates in the camera image. This determines the optical axis of the laser. Thus, the 3-D coordinates of the point can be estimated as an intersection of the viewing direction of the camera and the optical axis of the laser as illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Camera Model and Calibration
In order to compute the 3-D coordinates of the point on the surface, intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters need to be known. The extrinsic parameters represent an orientation (both rotation and translation) of the camera with respect to the 3-D world coordinate system. The intrinsic parameters are the focal length of the lens, scale and trans-lation between the camera's retinal plane and image plane. These parameters can be described by a perspective transformation matrix. There have been several camera models and calibration methods proposed [8, 31 . In this project we employ a very simple pinhole camera model. The matrix C is often called a camera parameter matrix, which includes information about both extrinsic and intrinsic parameters of the pinhole camera. If camera image coordinates and 3-D coordinates of at least twelve points are given, the camera parameter (all the elements of the matrix C ) can be estimated using a least squares method. In the IAMRF, the x, y and z coordinates of a point on a surface of an object are calculated based on the image coordinates of the red laser spot and three green LEDs. A typical image is shown in Fig. 3 . Firstly, four circular segments are extracted by simple thresholding and segmentation. Secondly, a red spot is detected by examining the ratio of the red and green components in each circular segments. Lastly, the three others representing the three LEDs are ordered based on the distance from the image of the red spot.
Blob Extraction
Once four segments are extracted the U, V image coordinates of the laser spot and three LEDs are obtained to subpixel accuracy by calculating the centroid of each segment. These coordinates, however, may contain errors introduced during the thresholding and the computation of the centroid. The extracted four segments are projected images of the three LEDs and the laser spot that are aligned with the optical axis of the laser. Hence, the projected images also have to lie on a line. The centroids of the four spots, therefore, are re-calculated by finding the closest point on the line that is obtained by a line fitting (finding) method such as a least square method, the 1 st eigenvector of a moment matrix [7] , and the Hough transform.
Triangulation
When the camera parameter matrix C and the relative distances between the three LEDs are available, the locations (pA, pB, pc and pD) of the three LEDs and the laser spot in the 3-D space can be calculated as follows, using their corresponding 2-D coordinates (pa, pb, p, and p,) in the camera image. 1 is a unit vector) . This is equivalent to the finding stationary points of the Lagrangian:
where X is the Lagrange multiplier. When partial derivatives of L with respect to the vectors p', and 1 equal zero, then: combinations ( p D l , ZI) and (p,,,   1 2 ) which define the stationary points of Equation 14. This ambiguity can be solved by taking the point p , that is close to a surface of an object -for the following reason. At the time of camera calibration, the calibration frame is placed so that the image plane of the camera is between the camera and the calibration frame. The calibration frame defines the 3-D world coordinate system and its origin. Therefore, the point p D that is on a surface of an object is closer to the origin of the 3-D world coordinate system.
Experimental Results
In this section, the results from several accuracy tests and 3-D surface reconstructions using the IAMRF are reported. The accuracy tests evaluate comparisons of range data against a fitted planar surface. The 3-D surface reconstruction demonstrates the interactivity of range finders.
Planar Surface Fitting
The aim of this experiment is to evaluate the accuracy with which the system can retrieve basic geometric shape features. The object consists of two flat surfaces which form a right angle. The range data of those two surfaces were obtained by placing the object in 10 different positions where the approximate distance from the camera to the object was kept around 1.5 m. We then fitted a plane to the cloud of points that were supposed to be lying on the planar surface. The root mean square (RMS) residual error of this surface fitting was estimated and is summarized in Table 1 . The main source of the error comes from the inaccurate position estimation of the three LEDs and the laser spot. This is mainly due to the size of spots and the alignment of the LEDs. In order to evaluate the global accuracy of the range data representing two planar surfaces, the angle between them was calculated from surface normals of corresponding parts on each surface. The average estimate of the angle was 1.567 radians, whereas the true angle is $( 1.5708) radians. The relative error of the estimated angle over ten pairs of planes was 0.24 % even though the range data was obtained by freehand scanning. The results show that there are no noticeable errors in recovering simple geometric features.
4.2.3-D Surface Reconstruction 1
The first reconstruction was carried out to demonstrate:
(1) the environment does not need to be controlled, and (2) the sampling rate can be changed at any region in the scene. A target object (a step object) was placed in a scene with several other objects. The step object was measured as a set of planar surfaces. The user measured each planar surface separately. Figure 5 shows each step of range data acquisition. Each surface is approximated by a set of triangle patches. As shown in Figure 5 , there are three other objects (a cup, a pair of pliers, and a CD case) in addition to the step object. If ordinary range finders were used, they would measured all visible points that belong to all these objects. Moreover, points belonging to the background would also have been picked up (note some range finders would not measure black colored surfaces). In this system, however, the operator can choose the surfaces that they wish to measure. 
4.3.3-D Surface Reconstruction 2
In the second experiment, surface reconstruction was carried out using the polyethene foam model of the head as used previously. Figure 6 (a) shows a snapshot of range acquisition. The process of incremental measurement is shown in Figure 6(b)-(e) . A small number of data were initially acquired by sparsely sweeping the laser. More range data were later measured aound surfaces which are highly structured.
There are conspicuous errors around regions of a cheek and the lips, where surfaces are highly structured. These errors were mostly due to the errors in locating the centroids of the spot images of the LEDs. While sweeping the laser along the highly structured surface, the user has to vary the orientation of the laser pointer significantly. When the LED is not properly facing the camera, the CCDs register an incorrect spot image, which is caused by interaction of light and the encapsulation of the LEDs. This is due to the small viewing angle (only 35") of the LED used in this range finder. This could be solved by using a surface mount LED whose viewing angle is typically more than 150". Some roughness is seen around the nose and forehead because these curved surfaces are approximated by sets of triangular patchcs gencratcd from unevenly sampled data. 
Conclusion
In this paper, an interactive active monocular range finder is described. The range finder incorporates a human operator into the cycle of measurement and makes them act as a laser beam scanning platform. In order to compensate for the loss of constraint, i.e., the unknown direction of the laser, the system utilizes three LEDs that are aligned on the optical axis of the laser in order to extract the second ray for triangulation. During the range data acquisition, the operator scans the beam of light across the areas of surfaces that need to be measured. This interactivity offers the following benefit. Range data of surfaces or objects can be selectively acquired. Therefore, even if the scene were cluttered, the desired surfaces or objects could be measured without controlling the environment. In the case of building a 3-D model of an object, this range finder allows the operator to choose the sampling rate depending on the complexity of the surfaces and the results obtained so far. Hence, more points can be measured around the highly structured areas in contrast to those with very simple surface geometries. This is of great advantage when the operator already knows the shape of the surface. A simple planar surface, for instance, does not require dense sampling in order to construct the surface. The segmentation process can be carried out to some extent with the operator's knowledge of the surfaces or objects. For example, when a surface of an object is under inspection with respect to its design, the operator already knows which surface needs to be inspected. Without the interactivity, the system has to go through a complex segmentation process to find the desired surface from the scene.
Most importantly, the range finder presented in this paper can be built at very low-cost. This is due to the absence of a precision moving platform. The IAMRF uses only one CCD camera. Therefore, one can use an ordinary single input frame grabber. In fact, any cheap tele-conference kit, which usually includes a simple frame grabber and small color CCD camera, can be used.
